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Fredric Ankarcrona joins fresh pasta maker Giovanni Rana as 
Managing Director Nordics 

 
Pastificio Giovanni Rana, the global leader in fresh filled pasta, plans for further Nordic 
expansion and brings on board Fredric Ankarcrona as Managing Director Nordics, a newly 
formed position to support Rana’s ambitious growth strategy. 
 
Fredric Ankarcrona has a long background as an entrepreneur and from multiple sales, 
marketing and general management roles in global FMCG companies, and joins Rana from 
Fazer Lifestyle Foods where he is currently VP, Commercial. He has also worked at Keter, 
Himla, Reckitt Benckiser and Procter & Gamble, in addition to several own start-ups.  
 

- Rana is on an impressive global growth journey, and it is with great pleasure that we 
welcome Fredric to join our passionate team. In close cooperation with our existing 
distributors, such as Di Luca in Sweden, and agents we look forward to seeing Fredric 
expand our Nordic business, ensuring we become even better at serving both our 
Nordic consumers and our valued Nordic customers, says Gian Luca Rana, CEO of 
Pastificio Rana.  

 
Fredric Ankarcrona, located in Stockholm, will start on the 1st of October 2021.  
 



- I am very proud and happy to join the Rana team and look forward to bringing great 
tasting Italian fresh pasta meal solutions to consumers across the Nordics. There is still 
so much to do in delivering on Giovanni Rana’s vision from 1962 also in the Nordics, 
says Fredric Ankarcrona, Managing Director Rana Nordics from October 1, 2021.     

 
For more information, please contact Fredric Ankarcrona (+46 733 25 40 20) or visit 
https://www.giovannirana.se for inspiration.  
 
About Pastificio Rana 
 
Pastificio Rana opens its doors in 1962 in San Giovanni Lupatoto, Verona. This marks the start of its 
journey into excellence and taste, between tradition and innovation. Founded by the president 
Giovanni Rana, the company has been led for over 30 years by Gian Luca Rana, CEO, who has turned 
the Group into a world leader in the production and commercialization of fresh food products (filled 
and unfilled pasta, gnocchi, ready meals and sauces).  
 
From a small Italian family business of about 35 employees, located in a town in the province of Verona, 
the company has grown steadily over the years. As a matter of fact, Rana’s brand has earned a high 
global reputation and has in the last five years doubled in turnover to ca. € 1 Billion. 
 
With its fresh pasta it has reached markets where it seemed impossible to value a product so linked to 
the Italian gastronomic tradition. That dream has come true thanks to the passion and vision of Gian 
Luca Rana, who identifies the fundamental drivers for success in innovation, internationalization, and 
the value of people, thus projecting the company into the future. 
 
Rana concentrates its investments and commitment in research & development and in the selection 
of the best raw materials, with the aim of offering consumers only products of the highest quality and 
with a unique taste. These ingredients, combined with passion and great experience, have made Rana 
products known and appreciated in 66 countries around the world. Since 2007 the company has also 
entered the restaurant business with a "show cooking" format, where dishes are freshly prepared in a 
large open kitchen. To date, Rana has 22 restaurants distributed throughout Italy, plus one in Berlin. 
 
Today Pastificio Rana is present in 66 countries, has 8 plants (5 in Italy, 1 in Belgium and 2 in the USA) 
and is a big family of 4 000 people who share the same values.  
 
In recent years, creativity and obsession with quality have certainly not remained unchanged, but have 
multiplied thanks to the work, talent, and richness of points of view of this great team’s members. 
 
Rana is a story of love, respect, and passion for fresh pasta, which the big Rana family has brought to 
tables all over the world for six decades, sharing it with an ever-increasing number of people. 
 
     

https://www.giovannirana.se/

